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GPS NAVIGATION FOR USE IN ORBITS HIGHER THAN SEMISYNCHRONOUS:
A LOOK AT THE POSSIBILITIES AND A PROPOSED FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
M. D. Lester
University of Colorado
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Abstract
The Global Positioning System (GPS) was
originally designed for positioning and navigation uses
on and near the Earth. Recent experiments have
expanded the use of the GPS for orbit and attitude
determination in low-Earth orbits. All of these uses are
logical since GPS satellite broadcasts are always nadir
pointing and the GPS orbit is higher than the receivers.
This paper investigates using GPS signals for
estimating satellite orbit parameters at altitudes above
the GPS constellation of approximately 20,200km.
Focus is given to the applicability of this technique to
the United States Air Force Academy's (USAFA) lunar
mission as a test bed for putting GPS receivers on
future US military satellites orbiting at geosynchronous
altitudes.
Generic GPS navigation techniques for orbits
above the GPS constellation are discussed. This
includes an analysis of the expected geometry, required
orbit-determination estimators, expected navigation
error, and link budgets for geostationary-transfer orbits
and geostationary orbits. The capabilities of both the
Standard Positioning System (SPS) and the Precise
Positioning System (PPS) is discussed.
GPS receiver hardware and software options for
the USAFA lunar mission are presented. Trade-offs are
limited in scope to the monetary, power, and size
budgets available to this mission. Similar analysis is
accomplished for military geostationary satellites. A
generic Defense Support Program (DSP) satellite is
used to demonstrate the applicability and advantages of
this tactic.
Back~ound

Traditional satellite orbit determination requires
use of ground stations for several hours. For military
programs actual ground station costs are fixed in the
total cost of space operations. However, these ground
resources are limited. Air Force Space Command,
specifically the 50th Space Wing, rely upon the Air
Force Satellite Control Network (AFSCN) to control
most Department of Defense satellites. There are a
total of sixteen AFSCN antennas located at nine ground
stations to accomplish command and control functions.

Satellite support time on these limited AFSCN
resources often requires a juggling act by network
controllers to meet all user requests. With larger
satellite programs on the horizon, such as the Space
Based Infrared System, support time on the AFSCN
will continue to increase. An increase in usage will
subsequently result in the need for more ground
antennas. These antennas will likely need to be
established on foreign soil and require constant
maintenance and caretaking. This results in increased
costs for Air Force Space Command.
One significant use of the AFSCN is repetitive
ranging measurements required by geostationaryorbiting-satellite programs for determining orbit
parameters.
These satellites include numerous
communications satellite constellations as well as the
DSP missile defense constellation. Hours of AFSCN
antenna time is used for modest orbit determination
accuracy. For example, the First Space Operations
Squadron schedules approximately 450 minutes each
day of AFSCN antenna time solely for DSP orbit
determination. This use is necessary to achieve an
accuracy of 200-400 meters spherical error probable
(50th percentile probable).
Collectively, orbit
determination for geostationary satellites account for
approximately 20 hours of ground station support each
day. This equates to 70/0 of AFSCN time from the
antennas capable of supporting these orbits (13 ground
antennas). Therefore, a tactic which reduces the load
on the present AFSCN ground antennas will result in
significant savings. Employing GPS receivers on
geostationary satellites will accomplish this task while
also increasing orbit determination accuracy.
On another military space front, the United States
Air Force Academy is undertaking a new initiative to
provide cadets with hands-on space operations
experience. One phase of this plan is to design, build,
and fly a satellite to Lunar orbit. Primarily an
educational endeavor, this program, dubbed 'Blue
Moon', is restricted in size, power, timeline, and
budget. Demanding communications links from lunar
orbit means that the use of the relatively small AFSCN
antennas is not feasible. The use of other ground
systems such as NASA's Deep Space Network needs to
be used. Therefore, it is desirable to automate time

consuming tasks such as orbit and attitude
detennination to reduce operational costs. Employing a
GPS receiver during the geosynchronous transfer orbit
and early trans-lunar orbit portions of this mission helps
accomplish this task.

Placing GPS receivers on geostationary satellites
results in several benefIts to Air Force Space Command
(AFSPC). These include:
• better orbit-detennination accuracy
than
presently available from the AFSCN,
• increased space support to worldwide US
warfighters,
• autonomous orbit maintenance,
• reduced loading on the AFSCN,
• reduced manning for orbit and attitude
detennination tasks at the satellite control
squadrons.
Based on receiver implementation, orbit and attitude
detennination from GPS may also be a benefIt during
the launch and early orbit phases of a geostationarysatellite mission.

Introduction
The Global Positioning System is a satellite
constellation controlled by the Department of Defense
to provide highly accurate position, velocity, and time
infonnation to an unlimited number of users on or near
the Earth. The GPS constellation consists of twentyfour satellites. They are arranged in six orbital planes
each containing four satellites. All planes are inclined
55° to the equator.
The satellites are in
semisynchronous orbits of an average altitude of
20,200 km. Each satellite orbits the Earth twice each
sidereal day and has a ground track which repeats every
sidereal day (23hrs 56mins). The GPS constellation
has been complete since March 1994. Replenishment
satellites, like the original constellation, are launched
on Delta II launch vehicles from the Eastern Range
(Cape Canaveral) as needed. March 28, 1996 marked
The deployed
the fIrst replenishment launch.
constellation is designed to ensure at least four GPS
satellites with good spacing in the sky are visible to
users anywhere on or near the Earth. The importance
of GPS satellite spacing to user positioning accuracy is
explained later.

It is reasonable to assume that before AFSPC is
willing to depend upon the GPS for orbit detennination
of geostationary satellites, this tactic must transition
from theoretical discussion to practical demonstration.
The USAFA lunar mission is an excellent candidate to
benefIt from GPS orbit and attitude detennination as
well as being an ideal opportunity for demonstrating
GPS use for geostationary satellites.

This study is divided into three main sections.
First, GPS satellite visibility at geostationary orbits is
reviewed.
Techniques for detennining spacecraft
attitude and expected accuracy are also covered.

Several papers have theorized on the utility of GPS
receivers on spacecraft with orbits above the GPS
constellation. 1,2,3,4 There are two methods in which the
GPS signal may be used by high-orbiting satellites.
These are direct reception of the GPS signal by the
higher orbiting satellite or using Earth-based ground
stations to simulate or mimic GPS signals. 1 The latter
technique of a ground based GPS augmentation system
would result in a signifIcant increase in cost to users.
This option is not considered in this study.

The second section covers the development of a
GPS receiver to meet USAFA lunar mission
requirements as well as demonstrate geostationary orbit
detennination capability. Discussion of Blue Moon's
requirements and mission profIle set the stage for GPS
receiver employment and design trade-offs. GPS link
budget calculations are presented along with a
discussion of a unique GPS receiver design and
emplacement to meet Blue Moon mission requirements.
A receiver solution is presented along with a
preliminary operations plan.

Although using the GPS for navigation in
geostationary orbits has been theorized, none have
concentrated on the benefIts to the military community
and specifIcally the benefIts the Air Force Space
Command may reap from this tactic. Only limited
simulation has been accomplished for an authorized
military GPS receiver for autonomous geosynchronous
orbit control? Furthennore, a very small number of
satellites are planning on demonstrating this tactic.
These include the NASA-AMSAT Phase 3-D satellite
and the Air Force Academy's Blue Moon mission.
This paper serves as a technical basis for the latter
project.

The applicability of the selected GPS receiver for
the Blue Moon mission to military geostationary
satellites is discussed in the last section. This is
accomplished by highlighting the similarities of the
Blue Moon mission to military missions as well as
reviewing the proposed Blue Moon data collection
plan. Finally, advantages of using military capable
receivers over civilian receivers is discussed.
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General GPS-GEO Capabilities
GPS Satellite Visibility Geometry
GPS satellites continuously broadcast timing and
positioning information at two frequencies, L 1 at
1575.42 MHz and L2 at 1227.6 MHz, towards the
Earth. The antenna farms of these satellites consist of
twelve helical broadcasting elements which give a
nearly uniform signal strength across the face of the
6
Although optimized for terrestrial users, a
Earth.
significant amount of antenna radiation extends past the
7
limb of the Earth. From the semisynchronous circular
orbit of GPS, the Earth's angular size is 27.8° with an
L-band signal strength of 13.4dB at the limb. This
quickly drops off to a l.4dB gain at a total angle of
42.8°; half angle of 21.4°.1
It is this 7.5 0
«42.8°-27.8°)/2) conical annulus past the Earth's limb
which
is
exploited for
geostationary
orbit
determination. Figure 1 demonstrates basic GPS signal
availability for geostationary orbits.

and link budget analysis is accomplished by assuming a
1000km high atmosphere.
This essentially adds
another 2.2° half angle to the size of the Earth from the
GPS orbit. Figure 2 shows the required orbit positions
of a GPS satellite and a geostationary satellite to
provide the best gain possible from a GPS satellite. It
must be noted that GPS receivers used for on-orbit
applications use GPS signals bent by the atmosphere.
These receivers are properly equipped with
sophisticated mathematical models to correct for these
errors.
GPS

Satell~e

10.1 degrees

Geostationary
Satell~e

Earth

w~h

1000km Atmosphere

Figure 2 - Best Gain from GPS to GEO (not to scale).
A 13.4dB gain exists from the GPS satellite when the
signal skirts the Earth's atmosphere assumed to be
lOOOkm.
The lowest usable GPS satellite antenna gain occurs at
a half angle of 21.4 ° from nadir. This corresponds to a
GPS satellite antenna gain of l.4dB. 1 The geometry for
this situation is shown in Figure 3. Antenna gain for
angles greater than 21.4° quickly drop off and are too
weak to close the loop with current GPS receiver
1
technology.
GPS Satellite

Figure 1 - Basic GPS Signal Availability at GEO (not
to scale). GPS signal availability is limited to a 7.5°
conical annulus which skirts the edge of the Earth.
Geostationary
Satellite

For practical use of the GPS in geostationary orbit,
atmospheric bending of the GPS signal by the
atmosphere must be considered. This phenomena is
accounted for in terrestrial GPS receivers by processing
both the L 1 and L2 signals or with a mathematical
model. Under current Department of Defense policy
L2 is only available to properly encrypted military
users. Civilian receivers must rely upon mathematical
models of the atmosphere to compensate for this signal
perturbation. To minimize GPS receiver size, weight,
and cost, only civilian grade receivers are considered
for this study.

Earth with 1000km Atmosphere

Figure 3 - Lowest Usable Gain from GPS to GEO (not
to scale). The GPS signal gain is l.4dB at a half angle
of 21.4 0 • This quickly drops off to an unusable level.
Terrestrial based GPS receivers typically have
seven or more GPS satellites visible for positioning
determination. Only four sufficiently spaced GPS
satellites are needed to provide accurate threedimensional positioning determination.
As such,
terrestrial users can accurately determine their position
in a real-time kinematic situation. On the other hand, a
geostationary based GPS receiver has limited number
of satellites available.
For practical purposes a
geostationary receiver does not view four satellites

F or a preliminary analysis, it is best to eliminate
signals which must propagate through the atmosphere
to reach a geostationary orbit. Geometry measurements
3

simultaneously. Usually, the receiver views only one
or two satellites. Figure 4 graphically presents the
number ofGPS satellites visible to a DSP satellite.
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is also important to note that multipath, GPS signals
bouncing off neighboring parts of the receiving
spacecraft before entering the receiver, degrades
attitude determination. Multipath errors can be reduced
by careful antenna placement. Errors can be accounted
for by sufficient modeling of potential contributors.
GPS antenna separation of 150 cm is reasonable for
8
most spacecraft applications.
Expected Accuracy
GPS accuracy is driven by two major factors. The
first is the type of receiver; civilian (SPS) or military
(PPS).
The second major factor is the relative
positioning of the GPS satellites in the sky to the GPS
receiver.

0
0

0

The major difference between civilian and military
GPS receivers is the ability to handle Selective
Availability errors. Under current Department of
Defense policy the GPS signal intentionally transmits
errors and encrypted correction parameters. Civilian
GPS Ieceivers cannot decrypt the correction parameters
and thus receive degraded position accuracy. On the
other hand, military GPS receivers are equipped with
cryptographic gear which allows them to remove these
errors from the GPS signal.

Figure 4 - GPS Satellites Visible to a DSP Satellite.
Typically three or less GPS satellites are visible at
geostationary orbit. This coverage requires sequential
filtering of the GPS observations for navigation.
Viewing less than four satellites simultaneously
does not prohibit accurate GPS based orbit
determination.
Several mathematical filtering
techniques are available to properly time sequence the
GPS satellite observations. These techniques were
implemented on the early terrestrial based GPS
receivers since receiver technology only permitted them
to track one GPS satellite at a time. This is discussed in
more detail later.

GPS positioning accuracy is also very much
dependent upon how far the GPS satellites are
separated from each other relative to the GPS receiver.
This satellite to satellite geometry is important because
GPS relies upon the concepts of triangulation.
Anybody who has been lost hiking can attest that it is
far better to pick landmarks spread far apart than to
pick ones close together to determine a position on a
map. The best geometry for terrestrial based GPS users
is one satellite at the user's zenith and the other three
satellites on the horizon at 120° separation. Because of
atmospheric bending of the GPS signal, users are only
expected to use satellites above five degrees of
elevation. The GPS constellation is designed to ensure
sufficient satellite separation exists above a five degree
elevation to guarantee military users 16 meter
(spherical error probable) positioning accuracy. This
accuracy is 100 meters horizontal (95th percentile
probability) for civilian users for an elevation angle of

Attitude Determination
Determining spacecraft attitude is another
application of the GPS signal. Attitude determination is
accomplished not by calculating the positions of several
antennas on a spacecraft, but rather by measuring the
GPS signal phase differences at several antennas
simultaneously. A minimum of three antennas are
required to determine attitude in three dimensions.
However, four antennas are typically implemented for
system redundancy and robustness. All of the antennas
must reside on the same side of the spacecraft to view
the same GPS satellite.
Attitude determination is not affected by the
Selective
Availability
positioning
degradation
implemented by the Department of Defense because
positioning calculations are not undertaken. Since GPS
signal phase differential measurements are being made
it is important to have some separation of the GPS
antennas on the spacecraft. By spacing the antennas
some distance from each other, better phase differential
readings of the Ll GPS signal may be accomplished. It

7.5°.9

From Figure 1, the favorable geometry
experienced by terrestrial GPS users is not available to
geostationary users. Figure 3 shows that the largest
angular distance from nadir to a usable GPS satellite for
a geostationary satellite is 13.3°. The largest angular
distance between two GPS satellites, as viewed from a
4
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geostationary satellite, is therefore 26.6 0 • Terrestrial
users may have two satellites at a five degree elevation.
This results in a possible 1700 angular separation of
GPS satellites. Therefore, the expected GPS satellite
separation from a geostationary orbit is approximately
6.4 times worse (170°/26.6°) than a terrestrial user
experiences.

GPS Receiver Development
Blue Moon Pro~ram ReQJ,lirements
The USAFA Blue Moon mission is primarily an
educational endeavor with some science objectives.
The planned science-oriented objectives are to:
• take magnetometer readings in lunar orbit to
provide baseline values to NASA's Lunar
Prospector mission,
• test a hybrid rocket motor,
• explore GPS accuracy at geostationary altitudes.
There are several constraints upon this program to
including size, mass, budget, orbit, and time. All of
these constraints influence the type of GPS receiver
which can be used for this mission.

Although insufficient GPS satellite separation
degrades triangulation accuracy, space applications
have the advantage of orbital mechanics. Orbits can be
predicted and propagated very accurately for short
durations. This allows an observation filter such as an
Extended Kalman to work very effectively in an orbital
environment. Furthermore, with more observations
taken, more navigational accuracy is possible. A
55 meter position accuracy (67th percentile probability)
can be achieved with a civilian receiver after 72 hours
of observations in a geostationary orbit. 1
As
demonstrated in Table 2 accuracy degrades as
1
observation duration is shortened.
Duration
72 hours
32 hours
24 hours
12 hours

The Blue Moon spacecraft will launch as a
secondary payload on an Ariane vehicle. The Ariane
will place Blue Moon in a standard geosynchronous
transfer orbit. Perigee is targeted at 260 km altitude
with an apogee at a geostationary altitude of
35,786 km. The Ariane launch will be Eastward and
thus provide an inclination equal to the latitude of the
Kourou, French Guiana launch site of 5.2°.

Spherical Error (67% probability)
55m
68m
82m
182 m

The Ariane launch vehicle places tight size and
mass constraints upon secondary payloads. The Blue
Moon spacecraft must be a half meter cube with a mass
of no more than 50 kg.

Table 1 - Expected Filtered GPS Accuracy at GEO.1
Navigational
accuracy
increases
with
longer
observation durations.

Funding is very limited for the Blue Moon mission.
Furthermore, since the GPS package on Blue Moon is
only one of several experiments, the experiment must
provide a low technological risk to the program. An
emphasis on using off-the-shelf components will keep
costs reasonable as well as mitigate risk.

The errors reported in Table 1 use a Least Squares filter
at a 10 second sampling rate. The 182 m (67%
probability) accuracy after only 12 hours of observation
is already much better than the time intensive AFSCN
generated DSP orbital accuracy of 200-400 meters
(50% probability). GPS based positioning accuracy can
be further enhanced by better processing techniques
such as an Extended Kalman filter and faster sampling
rate.

Only very preliminary designs of the Blue Moon
spacecraft has been accomplished. This allows the GPS
receiver package some flexibility in helping defme the
mission profile and spacecraft design. Specifically,
Blue Moon mission planners have requested this study
to determine the most desirable spacecraft attitude
control and geosynchronous transfer orbit duration for
the GPS receiver package. They also placed the
following requirements upon the GPS receiver design:
• provide orbit and attitude determination during
geosynchronous transfer orbit,
• develop within eighteen months.

Accuracy of GPS based attitude determination is
also very encouraging. Attitude accuracy of better than
than 0.1 ° (67% probability) can be achieved with an
s
antenna separation of 150 cm.
Attitude rates are
achievable at 0.5 0 per second for all three axes for the
•
10
same antenna separatIon.

Satellite Availability for the Blue Moon Mission
Since the Blue Moon early orbit mission profile is
a geosynchronous-transfer orbit, time is split above and
below the GPS constellation altitude of approximately
20,200 km. This presents two separate situations. The
5

fIrst situation is obtaining GPS signals while below the
GPS constellation. The second is obtaining GPS
signals above the GPS constellation.
Several satellites, including the Space Shuttle, have
proven that low-gain off-the-shelf GPS antennas work
very well for low-Earth orbits. This is logical since all
terrestrial based GPS antennas must compensate for
atmospheric losses which are not a problem for lowEarth orbiters. As such, link budget analysis when
Blue Moon is at low altitudes is not undertaken in this
study. However, it is important to determine how much
time the Blue Moon spacecraft spends below the GPS
constellation each orbit. Sequential fIltering of limited
observations may become inaccurate at perigee
velocities of 10.2 kmlsec. The on-board GPS receiver
must be able to accomplish real-time positioning in
low-Earth orbit. Therefore, it is important to determine
how much real-time orbit and attitude determination
can be accomplished for the Blue Moon transfer orbit.
In other words, how often are four or more GPS
satellites be visible?
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Figure 5 - Number of GPS satellites visible at
10,000 kIn altitude.
Real-time GPS navigation is
possible since four or more satellites are typically
visible. The number of visible GPS satellites increases
as altitude decreases.
Figure 5 shows that typically three to six GPS satellites
are visible. Filtering is needed only during the times
when three satellites are visible (15% of the time),
Real-time orbit and attitude determination can be
accomplished during the remaining 85% of the time.
GPS satellite visibility from this same receiver
confIguration continues to increase as the satellite
reaches perigee. For example, computer simulations
reveal a minimum of eight and a maximum of ten GPS
satellites visible at Blue Moon's perigee altitude of
260 kIn. This is more than enough for accurate realtime navigation using traditional GPS receiver
techniques of triangulation. Furthermore, GPS satellite
visibility increases at altitudes close to the GPS
constellation altitude if a GPS antenna is also placed on
the Earth pointing face of the Blue Moon spacecraft.

On-orbit operation of DARPA SAT's GPS receiver
operating in low-Earth orbit required a 20 minute
initialization period before calculating valid positioning
lI
data.
GPS data collection was continuous after this
20 minute start-up time.
This is a reasonable
initialization baseline time because receivers need the
GPS transmitted navigation message before position
determination can begin. At a data rate of 50 bits per
second, the navigation message is transmitted every
12.5 minutes. This initialization time can be reduced
by storing the navigation message in the receiver's nonvolatile memory; a technique not used by DARPASAT.

Concerns surrounding GPS navigation above the
GPS constellation are opposite in nature to those
concerns below the constellation. The need to conduct
real-time dynamic orbit and attitude determination is
not important since the Blue Moon spacecraft is only
traveling 1.6 kmlsec at apogee. Furthermore, as shown
in Figure 4, a maximum of three satellites are visible
from geostationary altitude, thus prohibiting real-time
GPS derived positioning determination. The major
concern with operating a GPS receiver at geostationary
altitudes is the antenna gain required.

Using an orbit predictor, the Blue Moon spacecraft
spends 195 minutes below the GPS constellation during
each orbit. This is more than sufficient time to take
several GPS positioning and attitude observations. To
simplify analysis, a three-axis Blue Moon spacecraft
with a GPS receiver on the -Z face of the spacecraft
(opposite Earth pointing) is assumed. The Blue Moon
spacecraft spends 90 minutes at an altitude of
10,000 kIn or lower each orbit. The GPS receiver
confIguration proposed above works quite well at and
below this altitude. Figure 5 presents the number of
satellites visible over time from 10,000 kIn altitude.
The graph represents a full GPS constellation of 24
satellites.

GPS receivers typically determine their detection
sensitivity by specifying required CarrierlNoise Density
(ClNo). Current GPS receiver technology requires a
31 dB-Hz ClNo for initial GPS satellite acquisition and
at least 28dB-Hz ClNo for GPS satellite tracking.
Table 2 provides the required parameters needed by
6
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when viewed from geostationary orbits. Antennas used
at geostationary altitudes must have a beamwidth
greater than 26.6°.

Space Mission Analysis and Design software to
determine the required receiver antenna gain for a
12
worst case antenna gain from the GPS satellite. Both
Figures 3 and 6 provide a graphical representation of
this situation. The values provided in Table 2 are
provided or derived from several references. 1,6,12
Parameter Name

Parameter
Value

L 1 GPS Frequency (MHz)
GPS TransmittedPower(~O'~
GPS Antenna Gain (dB)
Propagation Path Length (km)
Other Losses (dB)
System Noise Temperature (K)
Data Rate (bps)
Required CarrierlNoise Density
(dB-Hz)
Resulting Receive Antenna Gain
(dB)

1575.42
14
1.4
65762
2
560
50
31

The relationship between gain and receive antenna
beamwidth (9) can be expressed as follows: 12

Gain

~

(1)

44.3:- 20 log 9

Arranging the above equation to solve for receive
antenna beamwidth yields:

e ~ 10(44.3-Gain)/20

(2)

Using Equation (2), a gain of 9.23dB results in a
receive-antenna beamwidth of approximately 57.7°.
This is acceptable because it is much larger than the
26.6° maximum satellite separation shown in Figure 6.

9.23
Mass and size constraints for the Blue Moon
spacecraft limits the size and number of GPS antennas.
As such, determining the minimum altitude at which
the high-gain antenna defmed above may be used is
important. To provide some additional link-budget
margin, a high-gain receive-antenna beamwidth of 50°
is used. Figure 7 shows that the minimum altitude
which the high-gain antenna still views all usable GPS
satellites is 16,553 km. This distance is well within the
GPS constellation altitude of 20,200 km. This allows
for a very smooth hand-off between a high-gain
antenna and low-gain antennas.

Table 2 - Worst case GPS antenna gain link budget for
GEO. With only l.4dB gain from the GPS satellite, the
geosynchronous satellite needs an antenna gain of
9.23dB.
Table 2 shows that a 9.23dB gain receive antenna is
required to close the GPS satellite link. This is far
above the 3dB gain available from commercially
available GPS antennas. To produce 9.23dB of gain,
the GPS signal must be focused with a parabolic dish or
a special helical antenna. These antennas severely limit
the coverage area of the antenna. For low-Earth orbit
applications this is unacceptable since satellites may be
located on a 180° arc. However, at a geostationary
altitude, the largest angular distance between two GPS
satellites is only 26.6°. Figure 6 demonstrates this
worse case geometry.

GPS Satellite

1.4 degrees

GPS Satellite

Earth with 1000 km Atmosphere

Figure 7 - Lowest Altitude for High-Gain Antenna Use
(not to scale). The high-gain is usable to an altitude of
16,553 km. This is well below the GPS altitude of
20,200 km and provides a good hand-off between highgain and low-gain antennas.
GPSSatellite

Another aspect of the high-gain antenna is to
determine the maximum altitude at which the Blue
Moon mission may receive GPS signals under the best
gain conditions. The best gain from the GPS antenna

Figure 6 - Maximum Angular Separation of GPS
Satellites from Geostationary Orbits (not to scale).
Two GPS satellites appear no greater than 26.6° apart

7

farm is defmed earlier in this paper at 13AdB when the
signal skirts the Earth's atmosphere at a 1000km
altitude (Figure 2). Table 3 lists the link budget
parameters needed to calculate this maximum
propagation path length.
Parameter Name
L 1 GPS Frequency (MHz)
GPS Transmitted Power (dBW)
GPS Antenna Gain (dB)
Other Losses (dB)
Receive Antenna Gain (dB)
System Noise Temperature (K)
Data Rate (bps)
Required CarrierlNoise Density
(dB-Hz)
Resulting Maximum Propagation
Path Length (lan)

carrier phase is observed on three antennas to determine
the angle at which the GPS signals arrive relative to the
4
body of the spacecraft.
GPS Receiver Options
Space applications of GPS navigation have only
recently begun.
As such, there are only two
commercially available GPS receivers for space
applications. Both Loral's GPS Tensor™ and Allen
Osborne Associates' TurboStar™ GPS receivers are
lO
designed for low-Earth orbit applications. ,l3 A third
receiver design option is available from a joint NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center and Radio Amateur
Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) project.

Value
1575.42
14
13.4
2
9.23
560
50
31

Loral's GPS Tensor™ receiver is a space qualified
adaptation of Trimble's terrestrial based TANS Vector
GPS receiver.
The GPS Tensor™ uses the
Course/Acquisition (C/A) code on the Ll GPS
frequency. This receiver consists for four ceramic
patch antennas, preamps, and redundant processing
units. The GPS Tensor™ requires 12-15 watts of power
for operation. However, PoSA T-1 used the older
Trimble version of this receiver in an intermittently
l4
operated mode to conserve power. This results in an
average power consumption of 0.15 watts. Even by
operating the receiver intermittently, a mean semimajor axis accuracy of 5 meters was achieved. 14 As
shown in Table 6, this receiver's size and mass are well
within the tolerances of the Blue Moon spacecraft.
However, the receiver has a price tag of approximately
$300,000 which is well above the USAF A GPS
package budget for this spacecraft.
Receiver
modifications to adapt it to the Blue Moon transfer
orbit profile would involve costly changes to the
receiver software. Another drawback to this receiver is
that all receiver operations are conducted from Read
Only Memory (ROM), which makes it impossible to
change the software during the mission.

261,802

Table 3 - Maximum Propagation Path Length with
High-Gain Antenna. A maximum propagation path of
261,802 km is possible with a high-gain antenna of
9.23dB.
The maximum propagation path length reported in
Table 3 is the distance between the GPS satellite and
Blue Moon spacecraft. Figure 8 uses this infonnation
to determine the altitude of the Blue Moon spacecraft
from Earth.
GPS Satellite

Blue Moon

Earth with 1000 km Atmosphere

Figure 8 - Maximum Altitude for GPS Signal
Acquisition (not to scale). Under best GPS antenna
gain conditions, a receiver can process GPS signals
61.5% of the distance to the Moon; 230,025 km.

Allen Osborne Associate's TurboStar™ GPS
receiver is a promising and proven receiver for space
applications. This receiver was originally developed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for low-Earth
orbiting satellites. The TurboStar™ is performing very
well on Orbital Science's GPSIMET satellite launched
in April 1995.
The TurboStar™ operates quite
differently from the GPS TensorTM. The TurboStar™
not
only
determines
position
from
the
Course/Acquisition code from the GPS Ll frequency,
but also measures the phase differences between the
Precision code on LI and L2 frequencies. Since the
TurboStar™ is a SPS receiver, it is not equipped with
cryptographic gear and cannot read the Precision code.

As Figure 8 shows, the theoretical maximum receiver
altitude to acquire GPS signals is 230,025 km. This is
61.5% of the distance to the Moon! At this distance
only one GPS satellite is visible for short periods of
time.
Furthermore, time between observations is
several hours. These gaps in coverage make the use of
sequential filters difficult for accurate navigation. Such
single observations need not be used for traditional
positioning determination. Rather, the signals may be
used in a similar fashion to attitude determination. The
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However, it produces a differential group delay and
phase between the frequencies. 13 This allows the
receiver to produce post-processed orbital accuracy on
the order of 10-20 centimeters.
Dual frequency
operations make this receiver very accurate for
low-Earth orbiting satellites, but since the L2 signal is
roughly 3dB weaker than L1, closing the
communications link becomes harder to accomplish at
geostationary altitudes. The TurboStar™ size and mass
is also well within the parameters of the Blue Moon
spacecraft. One of the major drawbacks of this system
is it does not meet the primary Blue Moon requirement
of providing attitude determination. Although not as
expensive as the GPS Tensor™, the TurboStar™ is over
$100,000. Modifications to make the TurboStar™
capable for Blue Moon's transfer orbit profile would
result in significant costs for upgrades. Table 6
provides the key parameters for this receiver option.

above, the required antenna gain at a geostationary
AMSAT came to a similar
altitude is 9.23dB.
conclusion and searched for commercially available
10dB gain antennas. After coming up empty-handed,
they turned to a design originated at JPL which consists
of two-turn cavity-backed helix. The cavity for the
helix is an ordinary stainless-steel kitchen mixing bowl
s
approximately 20 cm in diameter. The two tum helix
is attached to the center of the mixing bowl. The
combination of these two types of antennas allows for
greater gain with less mass and size. The parabolic
mixing bowl helps focus the GPS signal energy onto
the helix. This antenna can be made for about five
dollars and a space qualified version can cost less than
one hundred dollars.
Using these 10dB gain antennas, dubbed
"Helibowl", slightly improves the link margins
discussed earlier. Table 4 provides the link budget
analysis for these antennas at geostationary altitude.
Specifically, Table 4 shows that an additional 0.77dB
margin is gained at geostationary altitude with these
antennas.

The third and most promising receiver for the Blue
Moon spacecraft is an L 1 C/A code receiver designed
by NASA's Goddard Flight Center and AMSAT for
their Phase-3D satellite. AMSAT radio amateurs have
been launching low-cost satellites since 1961 to provide
space based communications for worldwide radio
amateurs. The Phase-3D is the newest satellite for
AMSA T and is scheduled for the second Ariane 5
launch vehicle in late 1996 or early 1997.

Parameter Name
L1 GPS Frequency (MHz)
GPS Transmitted Power (dBW)
GPS Antenna Gain (dB)
Propagation Path Length (km)
Other Losses (dB)
Receive Antenna Gain (dB)
System Noise Temperature (K)
Data Rate (bps)
Resulting CarrierlNoise Density
(dB-Hz)

The Phase-3D satellite will be placed in a
Molniya-type orbit with a perigee altitude of 4000 km,
apogee altitude of 50,000 km, and an inclination
of 63 0 • S This orbit presents very similar situations and
problems as the Blue Moon mission profile. The
Phase-3D satellite is three-axis stabilized to provide
maximum use of the communications payload to
worldwide users.

Value
1575.42
14
1.4
65,762
2
10
560
50
31.77

Table 4 - Worst Case Link Budget Analysis with
"Helibowl" Antenna. The combination parabolic dish
and helix antennas provides a gain of 1OdB. This
provides a CIN 0 of 31.77 dB at geostationary orbit.

The Phase-3D GPS receiver package is designed to
provide orbit and attitude determination. The threeaxis stabilization scheme requires that four high-gain
GPS antennas be placed on the Earth pointing face of
the satellite while four low-gain GPS antennas are
placed on the non-Earth pointing face of the satellite.
The four high-gain antennas provide orbit and attitude
determination above the GPS constellation. The four
low-gain antennas view the GPS satellites when the
satellite is traveling through perigee and provide orbit
and attitude determination during this portion.

This increase in antenna gain also results in an
increased maximum propagation distance as shown in
Table 5.

The four low-gain antennas are commercially
available, 3dB gain, ceramic patch antennas produced
by Ball Aerospace in Boulder, Colorado. The four
high-gain antennas are quite unique. As discussed
9

Parameter Name
L1 GPS Frequency (MHz)
GPS Transmitted Power (dBW)
GPS Antenna Gain (dB)
Other Losses (dB)
Receive Antenna Gain (dB)
System Noise Temperature (K)
Data Rate (bps)
Required Carrier/Noise Density
(dB-Hz)
Resulting Maximum Propagation
Path Length (km)

antenna. This is a concern as it may raise the minimum
functional altitude from what the 9 .23 dB antennas
could operate. Using Equation (2), the resulting
beamwidth for the 10dB antennas is 51.9°, This
coverage is less than the 57.7° coverage calculated
earlier, but is still greater than the 50° baseline
coverage size used for the minimum altitude
calculation. As such, the "Helibowl" provides excellent
handover to the low-gain antennas.

Value
1575.42
14
13.4
2
10
560
50
31

The GPS receiver designed by AMSAT and NASA
is developed around GEC Plessey's commercially
available GPS RF chips and "GPS Builder" hardware
and software. This provides a robust toolkit for unique
applications. S The AMSA T team decided it best to
provide a separate RF channel for each of their eight
antennas. This adds some complexity to the design, but
provides several benefits.

286,094

Table 5 - Maximum Propagation Path Length with
"Helibowl" Antenna.
The 1OdB gain "Helibowl"
allows for GPS signal use at a receiver altitude of
254,306 km; 67.8% of the distance to the Moon.

The first benefit of separate channels is that
maximum redundancy and flexibility is provided.
Antennas and RF processors may be turned on or off
depending on the application. For example, four
antennas need to be powered for attitude determination.
However, only one antenna needs to be used for orbit
determination. This scheme of selective antenna usage
significantly
reduces
power
requirements.
Furthermore, since all RF chips are cross-strapped the
loss of one RF chip is not fatal. The second benefit to
separate channels is that the receiver is continuously
receiving data from the antennas rather than
sequentially cycling through all four. This results in
much better accuracy for attitude determination at high
altitudes. Figure 9 is the GPS receiver block diagram
s
for the AMSAT Phase-3D spacecraft.

The 286,094 km propagation path length shown in
Table 5 results in a Blue Moon spacecraft altitude of
254,306 km. This is 67.8% of the distance to the Moon
and a 6.30/0 increase in orbit propagation distance over
the previously calculated 9.23dB gain antennas. For
the lunar transfer orbit, the Blue Moon spacecraft is
planned to be sent to an apogee of nearly 1.2 Million
kilometers and will be captured by the Moon's gravity
on it's path back towards the Earth. With such a distant
apogee, the Blue Moon spacecraft is traveling roughly
1.5 km/sec when at the maximum propagation length
for GPS. The increase in antenna gain results in
another 4~ hours of GPS observations.
The increase in gain from these "Helibowl"
antennas also decreases the coverage area from the
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Figure 9 - AMSAT GPS Receiver Block Diagram. The AMSAT GPS package
provides maximum flexibility and redundancy for the Blue Moon mission. The
CPU is a generic processor and may be used for other spacecraft tasks.
The central processing unit planned for the
Phase-3D satellite is a Random Access Memory (RAM)
device rather than the ROM systems found in the
TurboStar™ and Tensor™ receivers. This allows the
AMSA T team the flexibility of modifying or changing
software on-orbit.

here. S Attitude determination is expected to be tenths
of a degree. Like the two commercially available GPS
receivers, this receiver is well within the Blue Moon
satellite profile for size and mass.
Furthermore,
reproduction costs of this system are expected to be less
than $20,000. Table 6 outlines the specifics of this
system.

The AMSAT / NASA team expects 10-20 meter
orbit determination accuracy with the receiver outlined
Receiver
AMSATINASA
TurboStar™
GPS Tensor™
Power Requirements (W)
-15
1.5 - 11 *
13
Dimensions (cm)
I9.5x20x7.6
7.4x27.5xI7
21.1 x21.1 x3 .72
Mass (kg)
2-3
4.1
2.9
Cost (K$)
-300
<20
>100
Attitude Determination?
NO**
YES
YES
Modifications needed for GEO?
NO
YES
YES
* I.5W for post processmg of data / II W for 4 antennas for hIgh-rate attItude determmatlOn.
** Extra cost for attitude determination.
Table 6 - Receiver Option Specifications. The AMSA T GPS package is the
most suitable of the three receivers investigated for the Blue Moon mission.
Blue Moon Receiver Solution
Table 6 shows that the AMSATINASA GPS
receiver is the best baseline option for the Blue Moon
mission. However, Blue Moon has tighter power

constraints and is smaller size than AMSAT' s
Phase-3D satellite. Therefore, their receiver is not a
complete solution.
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The Phase-3D satellite configuration of four highgain and four low-gain GPS antennas is not
recommended for the Blue Moon mission. First, threeaxis stabilization of the Blue Moon spacecraft is an
unreasonable and unnecessary constraint for the GPS
receiver package to place upon the mission. The GPS
receiver configuration proposed here is based on Blue
Moon being an inertially spin-stabilized spacecraft.

need to be placed as far apart on the body as possible.
Figure 10 shows the body mounted placement of the
seven GPS antennas. It should also be noted that other
antennas, deployables, and solar array panels must not
block the view of these GPS antennas. Loss of view
from these antennas adversely affects orbit and attitude
determination.

The Blue Moon spacecraft is not large enough to
accommodate four "Helibowl" antennas for attitude
determination. Even if the antennas were placed on the
four comers of the spacecraft, the maximum distance
between antennas is only 42 cm. This is considerably
less than the 150 cm recommended separation.
Therefore, it is recommended that attitude
determination only be accomplished when below the
GPS constellation. Since the spacecraft is inertially
stabilized, limiting observations to the 195 minutes the
spacecraft is below the GPS constellation each orbit
does not pose a problem for attitude accuracy.

1

1

.5m

,5m

1
~.5m~

Low gain patch

1

~.5m~

Figure 10 - GPS Antenna Placement on the Blue Moon
Spacecraft. The six low-gain patch antennas provide
360 0 orbit and attitude determination capability below
the GPS constellation. The high-gain "Helibowl"
antenna provides orbit determination capability above
the GPS constellation.

It is recommended that one "Helibowl" antenna be
used on the spacecraft's face which points at Earth
during apogee.
This antenna provides orbit
determination above the GPS constellation. It is further
recommended that the top of this parabolic antenna be
set flush with the spacecraft's panel.
This
configuration prevents increasing the size of the
spacecraft and eliminates masking of other antennas.

Power consumption of the GPS receiver can be
significant during high-rate attitude data collection.
However, orbit determination can be accomplished at
high altitudes with only the "Helibowl" antenna and at
low altitudes with two opposite facing low-gain
antennas. This configuration uses much less power.
Solar array power output and other spacecraft power
requirements have not yet been defmed for the Blue
Moon spacecraft.
Therefore, a solid concept of
operations for the GPS receiver cannot be developed at
this time.
However, in anticipation of power
constraints it is recommended the GPS receiver be
cycled on/off as much as possible.

Six Ball Aerospace patch antennas are
recommended for orbit and attitude determination at
low altitudes. Three antennas are needed on the same
face as the "Helibowl" antenna. The remaining three
antennas should be installed on the opposite face. This
configuration provides the required coverage of the
GPS constellation when approaching perigee. It also
provides maximum redundancy and flexibility in
hardware without adding unneeded mass. At least one
antenna on each face is needed to accomplish orbit
determination.
Each face can conduct attitude
determination based on the satellite configuration.
Furthermore, in the unlikely case the spacecraft
becomes unpredictably unstable this antenna
configuration will provide omni directional coverage
for reliable GPS based attitude and orbit determination.

The advantages of the Phase-3D satellite RAM
based CPU can be exploited for Blue Moon mission.
This processing unit can be used for GPS control from
launch through the geosynchronous transfer orbit phase
and to loss of the GPS signals during the lunar transfer
orbit. The RAM based nature of the CPU also allows
the receiver to be uploaded and maintain the current
GPS navigation message and almanac.
This
significantly aids in satellite acquisition and quicker
position solutions. This enhancement over current onorbit GPS receivers reduces the time the receiver is
powered on. It is recommended that once the GPS
mission has ended, the CPU be reloaded with lunar
mission specific software. This flexibility reduces the

It is recommended that these low-gain antennas be
separated as much as possible to provide the best
baseline for attitude determination. If Blue Moon is
designed with deployable solar panels, it is
recommended the low-gain antennas be placed on the
ends. However, if this is not an option, then ,antennas
12
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need for another processor and reduces overall satellite
mass. Depending on other satellite functions, the GPS
CPU may double as the main processing unit of the
Blue Moon spacecraft for the entire mission.

Since the concept of using GPS navigation at
geostationary has never before been attempted the
important scientific gain here is proving that GPS
signals are availab Ie at these altitudes.

An extended amount of time should be spent in the
geosynchronous transfer orbit. This allows for several
favorable conditions. Since this will be the first or
second spacecraft to use GPS above the GPS
constellation, this technology and tactic is new.
Confidence in the data produced on-board at these
altitudes will be low until it is checked against other
sources such as NORAD produced element sets. There
will also be a learning curve for both Blue Moon
personnel and Air Force Academy cadets to work with
this unique data in an operational environment.
Furthermore, as shown earlier in Table 1, extended
GPS observations increase accuracy.
Excellent
navigation accuracy allows for a very accurate and thus
successful trans-lunar injection bum.

Military vs Civilian Receivers
This study has focused on civilian receivers
because the commercial availability of these receivers
permits quick integration for a program such as Blue
Moon. This section looks at the differences military
geostationary satellites would encounter with military
GPS receivers.
Since military receivers can correct for the
Selective Availability errors injected into the GPS
signal, they inherently have better accuracy. Reference
15 is the only available study which explores the
accuracy from a military receiver for geosynchronous
orbit determination. Accuracy for military receivers at
geostationary altitude is simulated to be approximately
31 meters (67% probability). 15 This accuracy is
expected to be better for geosynchronous-transfer orbits
since some of the time is spent below the GPS
constellation, providing better GPS signal geometry.

Another
consideration
to
stay
in the
geosynchronous transfer orbit an extended time is to
build a robust database for geostationary GPS use. A
robust Blue Moon GPS mission data set will help Air
Force Space Command leadership in determining if
GPS receivers are a wise and reliable investment for
mainstream Department of Defense geostationary
satellites. With the above considerations in mind a stay
of one month in the geosynchronous transfer orbit is
favorable. However, if this is unacceptable to Blue
Moon mission planners, a stay as short as one week
provides sufficient orbit and attitude accuracy for the
trans-lunar injection bum.

Military receivers also have the advantage of using
both the L 1 and L2 frequencies. This allows for realtime measurement of the atmosphere's affects on the
GPS signals rather than relying on mathematical
models. The lower gain from the L2 frequency
requires a larger receiver antenna than the proposed
"Helibowl" provides. Military receivers do not have
any advantage over civilian receivers to conduct
attitude determination.

AwlicabiJity to Military Satellites
Similarities of Blue Moon Mission to GEO
The Blue Moon spacecraft will fly a mISSIon
similar to what all geostationary satellites must undergo
during early orbit operations.
Several military
geostationary satellites, such as Defense Satellite
Communications System satellites, are originally
launched into geosynchronous transfer orbits. After
initial orbit and attitude determination is accomplished
a Centaur booster raises the orbit to the final
geostationary altitude. Orbit and attitude determination
is critical during this phase of operations because of the
numerous high-precision bums required. The Blue
Moon mission profile is directly applicable in
determining if GPS receivers can aid in this process.
GPS accuracy for geostationary orbits is not
directly available from the Blue Moon mission. This
data must be post processed and with enough high
altitude data points, an accuracy can be extrapolated.

The disadvantage of using military receivers for
orbit applications is that they simply do not currently
exist. However, the proposed Blue Moon GPS receiver
hardware provides a very good baseline. Current
military geostationary satellites are medium to large
satellites.
However, US military research and
development organizations have recently been
launching small satellites such as DARPASAT, TAOS,
and MSTI. This trend is expected to continue and
expand to operational military satellites. As such, the
Blue Moon GPS receiver will be applicable to these
smaller military satellites.
There are several advantages to implementing GPS
receivers on geostationary satellites.
The major
contribution of reducing support loading on the AFSCN
ground antennas alone is worthy of implementing this
tactic. In addition to reducing ground antenna loading,
manning in satellite control squadrons can be reduced.
13

Approximately 20-30 persons are employed by each
satellite control squadron as orbital analysts. These
personnel spend most of their time handing routine
orbit and attitude determination functions. This time
consuming and laborious task can be eliminated with
GPS receiver use.

at geostationary altitudes. GPS also provides the Blue
Moon mission with reliable and accurate orbit and
attitude determination for the critical trans-lunar
injection burn. The AMSAT Phase-3D GPS receiver is
a natural choice for this mission. It's open architecture
design provides flexibility for the changes needed by
Blue Moon. The receiver recommended provides
maximum redundancy and flexibility in hardware,
power, and size considerations. Furthermore, the CPU
used for the GPS package may be reconfIgured for
continued use throughout the mission.

Another advantage of GPS orbit and attitude
determination
is
autonomous
geostationary
15
stationkeeping. A stationkeeping box may be defmed
by mission requirements. The geostationary satellite
can then automatically conduct thruster fIrings to stay
within the defmed box using GPS measurements. Such
operations would allow Air Force Space Command to
tell geostationary satellite users the exact location of the
satellite months into the future.

Implementing GPS receivers on military
geostationary
satellites
will
revolutionize
orbit-estimation accuracy. This study shows that an
improvement greater than an order of magnitude is
achievable! This increase in accuracy is possible with
the elimination of ground interaction.

Accurate orbit determination for the DSP
constellation is very important for accurate theater
missile defense. The location of these satellites is key
to knowing from where the observed infrared source
originated. The better you know where the satellite is,
the more accurately you can determine where the
source observed is.
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Conclusion
The feasibility of using GPS receivers for
geostationary orbit determination is well studied and
understood. This paper reviews the basic concepts
involved in orbit and attitude determination for both
geostationary and geosynchronous transfer orbits.
More importantly it proposes moving this tactic from
the theoretical to practical stage.

The United States Air Force Academy's Blue
Moon mission is an outstanding opportunity for Air
Force Space Command to test GPS orbit determination
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